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Friday, December 25 of 2020

PRIVATE APPARITION OF THE VIRGIN MARY IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, PAYSANDU,
URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

Beloved children,

Place your attention upon what I will tell you today.

It is an important moment, in which your consciousnesses may deepen into awakening, to meet the
true life that is lived in the universe in order to meet the true vibration which can come to you, in
help and in protection.

Today, on the palms of My hands, I bring you the sphere of Light of the archangelic and angelic
consciousness. This is the essence that God used to create His angels and archangels, all His hosts
of Light.

Now place your consciousnesses in that space, in that vibration and dimension.

For a moment, perceive how it is possible, through My Words, to leave the terrestrial sphere, the
human condition and the chaos, so that you may find within each one of you the true being, the
original purity.

Through this creative sphere, God manifested the supra-terrestrial mental universe, before the
material universe existed.

Thus, My children, you can understand how ancient and valuable that moment was when the
Eternal Father placed His gaze and His Love in order to create and manifest His hosts of Light.

This sphere that I carry within My hands today is the creative sphere, one of the many spheres that
the Father used and manifested to concretize His Will within Creation.

A similar sphere exists over the material universe. Imagine how ancient that moment was when
everything was manifested and created for the Glory of God, to praise and honor Him as He is, the
Source itself, Love, Unity and Mercy.

From that creative sphere that I carry between My hands today, as I told you at the beginning,
archangelic and later angelic hosts emerged, and then, successively, the armies of Light of each
Creator Father, of each Archangel, thus forming the Angelic Hierarchy, the sacred commands to
carry forward the important Project of God in the material universe.
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Imagine for a moment, My children, that before you existed, the archangelic and angelic
consciousness was already present, learning to take the first steps in the unconditional service of
God, learning to manifest and concretize the Law, so that the Commandments could be expressed,
one day, in their civilization and in others. So that, through divine, spiritual and material laws, all
My children in the universe would learn to evolve.

The Father knew from the beginning that the Project of the material universe would have its
oscillations, before the fallen angel abandoned the Divine Will.

In that oscillation, duality was generated, what you know today as free will, the freedom to decide
and to assume the consequences and effects of the decisions of each human being.

Thus, living in the Will of God is more than accepting it, more than living it, it is being able to have
all of your consciousness permeated by that Law, by that vibration that will only elevate you to the
meaning of the purpose and the goal.

This Will was fulfilled from the beginning by the archangels, the angels, and all the hosts of Light,
those known as celestial choirs.

Thus, following the indications of the Divine Source, of the Creative Consciousness, after having
formed and gestated the different angelic Hierarchies, the moment of the Creation of the material
universe came through divine alchemy and the intervention of divine Laws, of divine rays, and also
of cosmic currents that allowed the creation of the material universe.

And so the first planets emerged from the great, very ancient stars, which today no longer exist
within the material universe, but which gave the impulse for the Will of the Father to be able to be
concretized. The mission and, at the same time, the divine operation, carried forward by the armies
of Light, the different angelic Hierarchies, is under the guidance of the Archangels.

Thus, each Creator Father, at the feet of the One Source, collected what God with Love, Unity and
Mercy gave to each one of them, each one received their divine sphere.

Twelve creative spheres were entrusted to manifest the life of the material universe, with the main
goal and the primary purpose that the creatures that would emerge from the Lakes of Light of the
universe could have an important condition, which was and which today is the divine connection
with the Source so that, regardless of any situation or experience in Heaven or on Earth, creatures
could learn to unite with the Heights, to enter into communion with the Source in order to
regenerate and heal themselves.

Those twelve spheres, in the hands of the Archangels, were taken to the threshold of the supra-
terrestrial universe, from where the material universe would begin to be created.

Through divine doors, the Archangels reached the thresholds of the great cosmic void, where a deep
silence still reigned. Moments later, the twelve Archangels united in prayer and supplication for the
Divine Source to help them carry out and concretize the mission that the Eternal Father had
entrusted to them.

It was at that moment that one of the Archangels rebelled, his interior moved away from the divine
connection, and mainly from Love, completely deviating from the wisdom and understanding of the
Divine Science that God proposed, at that time, to create the material universe.
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The Throne of God, recognizing this important failure, dismissed him so that in a space of the
cosmic universe he could reflect and reconsider in order to realign his consciousness with the
Divine Source and heal his consciousness of feelings opposite of God.

Meanwhile, the other Creators, the Archangels, began to carry forward that mission. They gathered
all the creative spheres, in which the Will of God was deposited in each one of them.

In each of these creative spheres lied the emergence of civilizations, that is, of life in the different
material universes that would be created.

But there was one of those creative spheres that had a burning and deeply spiritual desire of God,
that which we now call the Local Universe. From there would emerge the greatest Christic
experience of love, although at that time God had not yet expressed His Second Person, the Son.

Back then, the Creators carried forward the Will of God. They prayed, they supplicated an,
connecting with the Supreme Source, they began to create, through vibration and sound, the
material universe.

That was the moment when Andromeda became the center of this Local Universe, as it has been up
to these times.

A spiritual and cosmic Government would be developed so that it would be the intermediary bridge,
so that the other creatures could live in the Law and fulfill it, so they could achieve the happiness of
evolving and of being in contact with the Source in an eternal way.

While the first creatures were created in the Lakes of Light, the rebelling Creator Father began to
create duality; the feeling that creatures could decide for themselves, regardless of consequences or
results, without bearing in mind that the Law is the energy that helps to align consciousnesses with
the Purpose that leads them and guides them towards their spiritual and inner goals.

Evolutionary life was being generated in this local universe as in others. Time passed, experiences
were carried out, and God contemplated how His creatures, whom He deeply loves, responded to
Him.

With this, I want to tell you, My children, that the Project of God has always been updated, it has
always adapted to the realities of this material universe, as well as to those of the mental universe.

Inevitably, with the entry of duality or free will, the creatures carried out their experiences and made
many mistakes.

After millions of years of your time, the creation of a civilization emerged from the Eternal Father,
His civilization on the surface of the Earth, which would not only live the connection with the
Source, the communion with the Heights, but also express Christic life.

In the early days of this human genetic project, humanity managed to take its first steps. There were
important failures in the history of humanity, as occur until today.

So that this Project on the surface of the Earth would not become lost and aborted, the Divine
Source itself, God Himself, the Almighty, decided to materially express His Second Person, the
Son, and He brought Him to Earth.
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But He would leave an important lesson and instruction for all generations that would pass through
humanity, for all creatures who would have the opportunity to live their redemption and forgiveness
upon this school-planet.

For this reason, Christ incarnated in a very humble and simple place, such as a grotto. God could
never have been born on a throne or in a palace because then He would not be God Himself.

In the birth of Jesus, in the manger of Bethlehem, you can see, represented by a clear vision, the
humility of the Eternal Father, which is what allows the Source to govern all of Creation and all life.

So understand, My children, how important it is to live that humility at this time, to be able to
recognize the inner God in each one of you, and thus be able to transform yourselves.

Today, within the consciousness of this humanity, I deposit this creative sphere, which is the one
that generated the material universe and especially its civilization from the earliest times.

Through the creative sphere, regain your connection with the Heights, with the Source, and unite
again to the Love of God so that He may again give you His trust and His Mercy, and so the world
may recover, as a whole, its filiation with the Eternal Father. Thus you will be able to live in the
Law, in the Commandments; not as the obligation to comply with a rule, but with the open
consciousness of knowing that this is the way for each one to live their transfiguration and their
ascension until they merge into the Divine Source.

Open your hearts to welcome this mystery. Carry within your consciousnesses this impulse of the
Divine Spirit and reaffirm your vows with the Source of Creation so that the world receives the
Grace of a new opportunity, and thus most of you may achieve the happiness of being in God and
belonging to His Kingdom.

I pray that you achieve this aspiration of Mine.

I love and bless you, under the Light of Christ, Our Lord.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.


